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Ska-Teen
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Do you see the big building with the domed
roof? This was once known as the ‘Ska-teen’ a
popular roller skating rink.
Past the Ska-teen the building marked ‘64 Israel Street’ was once the location
of Columbus Milpar which manufactured cluster-bombs during the early 1960’s

MilPar
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Bennett
Manufacturing
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On the West side of the trail, Bennett
Manufacturing made the stump-pullers
that cleared the land for the Ohio State
Fairgrounds.

Touring Westerville’s Industrial
Heart on the Ohio to Erie Trail

The busy Farmer’s Exchange loomed next
door to Bennett.

Farmer’s Exchange
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Kilgore
Manufacturing

Directly across the trail was the location of Kilgore Manufacturing. Kilgore
came to Westerville in 1918 and made its name by manufacturing toy cap
guns, and later, flares and munitions. The plant was built on both sides of
East Broadway. Flares, fireworks and munitions were manufactured in the
buildings on the south side of East Broadway. This section of rail was the
most ‘explosive’ in the city of Westerville! on the right ofe East Broadway/Old County Line Road intersection
is where Kilgore Manufacturing made
the toy cap guns, caps, metal banks
and doll house furniture.

This portion of the trail ends at Old County Line Road. The landscape you are riding by has not
changed much since the train ran through! Enjoy the rest of your ride on the B & W Trail!

Westerville Public Library 126 S. State St., Westerville, Ohio 43081
Westervillelibrary.org

Welcome! The trail you are about to ride was the rail bed of the Pennsylvania Railroad steam route that served Westerville from
1873-1982. This section from the Bike Depot to East Broadway Ave. travels through what was once the industrial heart of
Westerville.
Begin your ride heading North from the Depot directly behind the library. Dedicated in 2012, the Depot
stands on land that once served as the practice field for the Westerville High School marching band
1960. Westerville High School is now Hanby Elementary.
Depot/Presidential until
The field directly east of the Depot is dedicated to Ohio’s
Oak Grove
presidents. There is an Oak for each president from Ohio on
the oval (plus one—you never know who could be next!)
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Cellar Lumber
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As you cross Park Street, you approach, on your right, the
large metal storage shed that marks the location of Cellar
Lumber, which has been in business in Westerville since 1908.
The mural painted on the shed wall was completed during
the summer of 2014. The Mural on the Path was a community
effort, painted by volunteers.
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E. college
3

The Creamery

The East College and East Broadway corridor was probably the busiest section of track in the city!
The West side of the trail was the location of the Creamery.
In its day, the Creamery dominated this space. Now, the only
remaining portion of the old brick building is visible if you look
down Home Street toward Vine. It is directly across from the
Emerson School playground (once known as the Vine Street
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On the East side of the trail, Cellar Lumber once had a coal yard and a barn for any livestock being
transported by rail.

Coal yard
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Note the building on the Left as you reach East College Ave. It once served as the Blendon Township
Hall.

Blendon Township Hall
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E. Broadway

2

Park Street
To the LIbrary
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